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~NOENTRYINDICATOR
THIS project was designed initiaHy

for photographers carrying out
theiI' own developmg in a domestic
darkroom. The unit comprises a. small
case .which is placed outside the doo!'
of iliedarkroom; on the case is a small
indicator lamp designated NO.ENTRY
and, by operating a switch witbin the
darkroom, the indicator can be made
to flash on and off. \..tJ

This forms a courteous reminder
that developing is in progress and so
the darkroom should not be entered.
This is a mom professional means of,
keeping people out than nailing a sign
to the door or locking it altogether!

Other applications however soon
came to mind. By suitably re-lettering
the lamp, the device could be used for
other purposes. For example, in
offices: "Interview in Progress'" or
"Engaged". Anyone who regularly
uses a tape recorder may find this",
design useful if the indicator is
designated "Recording, in Progress"
or similar. In fact, the device forms
a very simple general purpose signal-
ling system.

Batteries have been chosen to power
the project. This reduces the com-
plexity and cost of cOuSfruction.

CIR€,UFr DESCRIPTION
As with all designs in this series,

a single integrated circuit is used, see
Fig. 1. The heart of the unit is ICl,
a 555 timer chip. it can be made to
perform several functions, including,
in its astable mode, turning a load
(for example,' an indicator lamp) on
and off continuo,usly.

'When wired as an astable multi-
vibrator (a circuit having no stable
state and so oscillating freely), a
stream of pulses is produced at pin 3,>
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Connected across the output 1are
two light-emitting diodes, Dl and D2,
each with a current-limiting resistor:
When the output is, high, the l.e.d.s
are illuminated, and so the indicators
flash on and off. Small l.e.d.s were
chosen rather' than ordinary light
bulbs in order to improve current
consumption.

One of the indicators is mounted
externally in a separate case and
forms the actual NO ENTRYindicator,
whilst the other l.e.d. is just a repeater
lamp which reminds the user that the
unit is in operation.

POWER SUPPLY
A 9V rail is derived from a senes

of dry batteries. In fact six l' 5V HP7
cells are wired in series to provide the
necessary power supply. This ensures
that the device does not flatten the
batteries if used regularly. Occasionc\i'
use only of the Indicator means that
a PP3 battery may be employed in:-
stead, however.

Capacitor C3 decouples the power
supply. As the batteries start to age
they will become less able to supply
current peaks demanded when the
le.d.s illuminate. The, result is that
the supply rail voltage drops as the
current drawn inc~ases; this produces
ripple.

C3 acts as a reservoir which pro-
vides the extra current required, to

the output pin. The frequency, or
number of pulses pe,r second, of the
output waveform is controlled by
three external components, R3, R4
and C2.

Upon initial application of power,
02 will start to charge up through R3
and R4 until the voltage at pin 6 (the
"threshold pin") equals
two-thirds of the supply
voltage. At this point,
the i.c. wiI1!lswitch over
internally and force the
capacitor t6 discharge
through R4 into the
"disoharge' terminal,
pin 7. When the volt-
age' on this pin has
dropped to one third
supply, C2, will then
charge up again, and
then the process re-
peats itself.

The relatively slow
charging and dis-
charging action of the

capacitor is ~ra.ns- Fig. 1. Complete-circuit diagram of the No Entry Indicator.formed by the I.C. mto
a very sharp on-off action at the out- maintain stable operation of the
put, where a stream of square waves flasher. The Indicator is switched on
is produced. The square wave when and off at S1.
"high" is almost at 9V and when "low"
about OV.

FREQUENCY
By adjusting R3, R4 and/or C2, the

frequency of operation can be altered.
Here values have been chosen which
give an "on" time of about O.5

"seconds and an "off" time of roughly
O.2 seconds, implying a frequency of
approximately 1. 4Hz. However, the
timing components do have manufac-
turing tolerances, and so this fre-
quency may not be exact. In particu-
lar the tolerance on C2 is quite large.

STRIPBOARD
The circuit can be assembled on a

piece of O.1 inch strip board measul'-
ing 10 strips X 24 holes, see Fig. 2.

Take the stripboard and drill two
6BA clearance holes in the positions
shown. Then make all the breaks (ten
in all) in the copper strips' using a
twist drill or a spot face cutting tool.

An 8-pin d.i.l. socket~should be used
for ICl, and this should be soldered
into place first of all. Continue by
soldering in the solid jumper wires.
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There are five of various lengths and
theyi. call be made from 22 s.W.g.'
tinned copper wire.

Follow on with the miniature resis-
tors and finally the capacitors. The
electrolytic capacitors are polarised
and must be orientated correctly. Fit
ICI the right way round into the d.i.l.
socket: a notch or dot identifies pin
1 of the i.c.

CASE
The circuit board is encased in a

plastic box of dimensions 120X 80 X
35mm. On this box are mounted 51,
and also one of the l.e.d.s. The circuit
board is bolted on one side of the box
using 6BA spacers and hardware.

There is just enough foom in the
case to accommodate the 9V (6 XHP7)
,battery holder, although if a lower-
capacity PP3 batte,ry is used then
t4~re is ample room inside for this.
N{>tethat a PP6 battery will not fit
within the specified box.

A sma:lI matching box is used to
mount the other light-emitting diode.
This box measures 71 X49 X 24mm,
and is connected to the main unit
with twin-core flex of suitable length.

FINISHING OFF
The larger case can be lettered as

necessary, with the smaller case being
labelled NOENTRYor whatever is re-
.quired. Lettering can be applied with

, Resistors
R1,2 5600 (2 off) S

S
ee

hR3 82kO

O~
R4 56kO

All tW 5% carbon Tal
Capacitors page 792

C1 0'1,uF mylar
C2 4'7,uF 63V elect.
C3 100,uF 10V elect.

Semiconductors
IC1 NE555V timer I.e., 8-pin d,LI.
01,2 TI L220O'2 inch red I.e.d.

(2 off)

Miscellaneous
S1 Single pole switch, Hekla rocker

type or similar.
Verobox 75-2860J, 120 x 80 x
35mm; Verobox 75-1413E,
71 x 49 x 24mm, or similar;
stripboard 10 strips x 24 holes
0.1 inch matrix; 8-pin d.LI. socket
for IC1; battery clip; 9V HP7
battery holder (see text); clips
for 01 & 02 (2 off); twin-core
flex to su it.
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rub-down, dry trans-
fers, and can then
be protected with a
few coats of aero-
sol lacquer.

The necessary
interwiring is alsO'
given in Fig. 2;
general - purpose
stranded insulated
wire can be, used.
The only point to
watch is that the
l.e,.d. indicators are
wired the right
way round, and if
there is a chance
of the l.e.d. con-
nections shorting
together, 2mm
p.V.c. sleeving can
be employed to
eliminate this pos-
sibility.

No setting up is
required, so once
constructioo is com-
plete, snap on the battery holder and
switch on. Both l.e.d.s should be flash-
ing regularly. If this is so the unit is
finished and ready for use.

Interior viewof both boxes showing the main unit on the
left and the smaller box housing D1 on the right.

the I.e.d. Bright light like this may
cancel the flashing effect of the indi-
cator. .

The main unit can be located in any
convenient position in the darkroom.
Bear in mind .the eventual need to re-
place the batteries, so, do, not fix the
main unit permanently to the wall, but
preferably leave it on a table top or
in a similar place. )::(

INSTAllATION
The sma:lIer case is po&itioned at

the door (or where required), prefer-
ably where sunlight will not fall onto

Above left. Close-
up view of the top-
side of the circuit
board.
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Fig. 2. Stripboard
layout of the unit.
Note that D1, is
mounted in a 'Small
plastic box some
distance from the
main unit.
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